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In situ observations and measurements during solidification of CuNi weld pools

A. Chiocca*, F. Soulié, F. Deschaux-Beaume and C. Bordreuil

A two-scale in situ observation set-up has been used to investigate the physical phenomena around the solid/liquid interface in welding. A spot gas tungsten arc welding process is used to observe weld pool solidification phenomenon after arc extinction. The solidification front and the fluid flow in the weld pool have been observed at a microscale by a high speed camera. The whole weld pool and the surrounding base metal have been filmed at a macroscale by an infrared camera to estimate temperature fields around the weld pool and bead shape. A qualitative and quantitative dataset was extracted from these observations that involve useful results for further improvements of the understanding of weld solidification mechanisms and to enhance solidification models.
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Introduction

Critical regions for structural integrity of welded structures are often the fusion zones due to the difficulty to control microstructure in these areas. Microstructure is generated during solidification of the fusion zone. It is mainly controlled by thermal field evolution and fluid flow within the weld pool that depend on the heat source characteristics of the welding process. Kou1 has shown for instance that a greater heat input on an aluminium alloy 6061 makes the microstructure transform from columnar grains to equiaxed grains in the centre part of the weld bead.

The microstructure generation is driven in the solidification temperature range at the trailing edge of the weld pool by grain growth in the liquid at the microscopic scale. The grain growth is influenced by solute segregation around the grains,2 but also by factors depending on macroscopic field as \(G\), the temperature gradient at the solid/liquid interface, and \(V_f\), the solidification front velocity.3,4 The morphology of the front is changed by decreasing the ratio \(G/V_f\) from planar to cellular and finally dendritic.5 The product \(G.V_f\) influences the microstructure size: finer when it is high and coarser when it is low. The effect on the grain growth of the fluid flow in the weld pool near the solidification front has been studied theoretically and experimentally. Its influence on dendrite growth has been observed on columnar dendrites6 or equiaxed dendritic grains.2 An analytical model proposed by Gandin et al.7 showed the dendritic growth rate increases with the fluid flow velocity, depending on the flow direction. However, these results were not yet confirmed by experimental data.

Conventional techniques used to explore dendritic growth involve the rapid quenching of a sample and its post-mortem micrograph examination. To investigate the effect of fluid flow on solidification mechanisms, alternative methods based on in situ measurements are necessary. Some studies have been recently engaged based on in situ observation using high speed camera,8,9 infrared (IR) camera,9,10 or X-ray diffraction11,12 or transmission.13 Hall et al.14 visualised in situ dendritic growth at the border of a weld pool generated by a gas tungsten arc process to examine microstructure evolution. With the help of natural oxides present in the metal, Zhao15 made PIV (particle image velocimetry) measurements to get the velocity field in the liquid.

The present work describes the experimental set-up designed to extract qualitative and quantitative data concerning physical phenomena within the weld pool and near the solid/liquid interface. The experimental set-up is developed to observe and measure data on spot gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). The studied material is a Cu30Ni binary alloy with a controlled composition. This material is chosen for its simple solidification path (compared to stainless steels) that facilitates the analysis of solidification mechanisms. To access the fields controlling the microstructure, two scales of observation are used:

- A microscale to be able to observe the evolution of dendrites, the solidification front velocity and the fluid flow field close to the front.
- A macroscale in order to get the thermal field on the whole weld pool and in the solid part near the solid/liquid interface.

Experimental data obtained with this set-up are discussed with regard to the solidification mechanisms during welding.

Experimental

Experimental set-up

The tests consist in creating a spot weld with a GTAW machine for 6 s on a 1.6 mm thick and 70 mm diameter disc of Cu30Ni (Fig. 1). The energy range is chosen to
produce a full penetrated weld pool. The argon gas shields the upper surface by the gas nozzle of the welding torch, and the back surface is protected by an inert box shielding against oxidation thanks to an argon circulation. A glass window under the box allows the visualisation of the backside of the weld; it provides a transmission of 90% on the whole range of wavelength (from 400 nm to 14 µm). The CuNi sample is maintained by a flange to avoid any distortions during the tests. The electrode employed, composed of tungsten with 2% of thorium, has a 2.4 mm diameter and a 30° grinding angle. Five energy inputs are chosen (Table 1) in order to appreciate the influence of energy level on temperature distribution, dendrite size and solidification rate.

The current $I$ in the arc and the voltage $U$ applied between the electrode and the sample are monitored. Field measurements are performed by two cameras, for microscale and macroscale observations (Fig. 1).

**Microscale observation**

Owing to the high solidification rate, the observation in the visible wavelengths is made by a near IR high speed camera placed under the sample. This position of the camera allows eliminating the problem of arc radiation. The camera is used with a microscope lens of magnification $\times 7.1$, allowing the observation of the dendrites (Fig. 2). The observation area is chosen in order to visualise columnar dendrites. The scene is lit up by a 808 nm laser in order to obtain a good contrast both on the solid and on the liquid. Thus, the laser allows obtaining images of good resolution (512 $\times$ 512 pixels) with a high frame rate of 5000 fps.

**Solidification rate**

The solidification rate is measured by the moving velocity of the solidification front from video files. Raw images extracted from the video file are in a first step treated in contrast, brightness and gamma to reveal as much as possible the difference between the solid part and the liquid part. The solidification front, i.e. the contour between the solid and the liquid, can be drawn by differentiating solid and liquid textures (Fig. 2) with the help of dedicated contour detection algorithms.

An example of treated image extracted from a film is illustrated on Fig. 2. The weld pool occupies the right hand side of the picture in black colour. On the left hand side, the solidified part and primary arms of dendrites growing into the liquid zone can be observed. In the lower part of the image, the small white spots are oxide particles travelling from between dendrites to the centre of the image. The big white spot in the bottom right hand corner is an oxide cluster floating and turning round on the weld pool.

The characteristics of the different images such as luminosity are nearly constant on a sample of 1000 images in a film taken at 5000 fps. For a larger sample, it is necessary to adapt the contrast, brightness and gamma adjustments. Before comparing the position of the solidification front on each image, it has been approximated by a least square method to an arc circle with a fixed centre.

**Table 1  Welding parameters for different tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test ID</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current/voltage</td>
<td>60 A/10 V</td>
<td>70 A/10 V</td>
<td>80 A/10 V</td>
<td>90 A/10 V</td>
<td>100 A/10 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The measurements of solidification rates have to be done after the arc extinction, few milliseconds after the beginning of solidification when the solidification rate becomes stable, to reduce the variations for the comparison between tests.

**Fluid flow velocity in weld pool**

The samples of images extracted from video files to measure solidification rates are also treated to measure velocities of the fluid flow ahead of the solidification interface. As in the previous paragraph, contrast, brightness and gamma adjustments on the images are necessary to make visible floating particles appearing on the weld pool. These particles are mainly natural oxides. They follow the fluid flows in the weld pool and allow the measurement of the flowrates. Natural oxides already present in the base metal have been chosen as it is advised by Zhao\(^\text{15}\) as being the best solution. Inoculation of foreign powders could also be a good solution to measure fluid flows but it could have an effect on the solidification mechanisms.

Two methods have been tested in order to achieve the flowrates: the PIV and the PTV (particle tracking velocimetry) processing. Considering the small number of particles observed on some video samples and the difficulty for the PIV algorithm to catch them, the PTV processing has been chosen. It gives more comparable data between the different video samples. When there are too few particles, the main disadvantage of the PIV processing consists in averaging velocities of the various particles, giving then results that are strongly dependent on the number of traceable particles in the window of interest.

The PTV processing results in a set of trajectories of particles flowing from the front to the centre of the weld pool (Fig. 3). Some particles are clearly flowing between the primary arms of dendrites before entering the weld pool (Fig. 4). PTV processing computes particle trajectories and allows the calculation of particles velocities, but these velocities might not be equivalent to the fluid flow velocity.

The size of the particles that follow the flow could be an issue and a factor of error. The bigger the floating particle is, the more it can slip on the surface instead of following the flow. Stokes number \(S_{\text{tk}}\) is a ratio of crucial importance for evaluating the accuracy of the PTV method:

\[
S_{\text{tk}} = \frac{r d^2 u_p}{\mu L}
\]

with:
- \(d\) (the size of a particle),
- \(u_p\) (the velocity of the particle),
- \(L\) (the characteristic length of the fluid flow corresponding in this case to the minimum radius of the weld spot),
- \(\mu\) (the viscosity of the liquid material\(^\text{17}\)) and
- \(\rho\) (the density of Cu30Ni).\(^\text{18}\) It quantifies the ability of tracer particles to adapt their velocity to the instantaneous velocity of surrounding flow. It is generally admitted that for \(S_{\text{tk}} \ll 1\), the slipping is not significant.\(^\text{19}\) In our tests, the calculated value is \(\approx 127 \times 10^{-3}\), so the tracer accuracy is acceptable and particles are supposed to follow fluid streamlines closely.
After getting out from the front, particles gather in the middle of the weld pool and are seen turning round as a united block. The rotation of the particles in the middle of the weld pool could be the effect of a vortex when the flow goes up in the centre (Fig. 8).

**Macroscale observations and calibration**

At the macroscale, the thermal field is needed to reach the temperature gradient near the solidification front. The determination of the thermal field is done by two coupled devices: thermocouples and an IR camera (Fig. 1). Two thermocouples are placed along a radius of the sample at 10 and 15 mm from the centre. Another one is placed in the flange to control its temperature and prevent overheating that could preheat the plate and affect the results. The IR wavelength range of measurement is located between 8 and 14 μm, corresponding to long wavelength IR range.

The determination of the thermal fields from IR camera requires a calibration with the help of the two first thermocouples placed near the centre of the sample. The grey level provided by each pixel of the camera gives a value proportional to the real luminance of the observed object. The Planck law is used to link temperature to luminance on all images of the video on the whole sample. The sample is assumed to be a grey body with a constant emissivity for the Plank law calculation. The final relation for each pixel is $E_{GL} = \epsilon / k P(T) + C$, where $E_{GL}$ is the grey level of each pixel, $\epsilon$ is the emissivity of the grey body, $k$ is the proportionality factor between the grey level and the luminance, $C$ is a constant from the relation between $E_{GL}$ and the luminance, and $P(T)$ is the Planck law. The calibration is achieved by correlating the temperatures measured by the two thermocouples with the grey levels of pixels of the IR image corresponding to thermocouple locations. The parameters to be found by this correlation are $\epsilon / k$ and $C$. The thermal field and the resulting temperature along a radius of the plate are presented on Fig. 5.

Because of the difficulty to precisely locate the weld pool border, which appears blurr in the raw image, the temperatures estimated at the weld pool border are always below the liquidus temperature of 1520 K and differ between the various tests (Fig. 5). However, the temperature gradients change slowly around the weld pool border and are less sensible to the localisation accuracy, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.

**Results and discussion**

The main results deduced from the various tests are summarised in Table 2. Note that only the value of current changes between each test. All the other parameters are assumed constant.

**Thermal results**

As expected, the energy input influences the weld pool size but also the weld pool shape. At low energy, the weld pool top radius is greater than the weld pool bottom radius, but at higher energy, the difference becomes smaller. The temperature in the weld pool is more homogeneous in the case of high energy. It is probably due to a higher global convection as underlined by the higher maximal velocities of the particles with higher energies (Table 2). It can also explain the weld pool shapes.

The thermal gradient, around the solidification front at the arc extinction, seems to increase slightly when the welding current increases, but remains around the value of 250 K mm$^{-1}$ (Table 2 and Fig. 5). It shows that the heat flow through the border of the weld pool is not very different between the various tests. It is confirmed by the rather constant cooling rate ($G \cdot V_f$) measured for all tests (Table 2). Note that the thermal gradient at the solidification front is extracted only at the beginning of the solidification. It has been unfortunately impossible to follow its evolution when the weld pool radius decreases because of the lack of accuracy of the IR camera for small weld pools.

**Fluid flow and solidification**

**Solidification front**

The solidification front velocity tends to decrease with the increase of heat input (Fig. 7). The exchange surface between the weld pool and the unmelted material increases when the heat input increases; the weld pool diameter for the highest energy is about twice the lowest energy one (Table 2). This increase of exchange surface, coupled with the rather constant temperature gradient measured at the solid/liquid interface for all the tests, enhances the global heat flow through the weld pool border for high energy that should favour the cooling of the weld pool. However, the higher energy contained in the weld pool, which has a volume more than four times higher for the maximal energy than for the minimal one at the arc extinction, can explain the lower solidification velocities measured for the high heat inputs.

Figure 6 shows the relation of the solidification front velocity with the thermal gradient at the solidification front, measured after the arc extinction for the various tests. The grey level of the points is proportional to the energy input. The increase in energy input tends to increase the ratio $G/V_f$ and has not any significant effect on the cooling rate $G \cdot V_f$. According to the diagram proposed by Kurz and Fisher,[3] the increase in energy then should lead more easily to a cellular growth, whereas a lower energy should lead to a columnar or equiaxed dendritic growth. However, in the main part of our observation area (Fig. 2), the solidification mode is

5 Temperature variations along radius of CuNi sample from border of weld pool to border of sample; these temperatures are measured at arc extinction corresponding to beginning of solidification
always a columnar dendritic growth, whatever the
heat input. This is probably because the variations of the
temperature gradient and the solidification front velocity
for the various tests are not great enough to see any
morphological transition. In Fig. 6, the points char-
acterising all experiments are located in the columnar
dendritic solidification mode area in the Kurz and Fisher
diagram, so it is coherent with the observed columnar
dendrites.

However, observations made at the back side at the
end of solidification show, in the centre of the weld pool,
grains growing into the liquid, whereas the solidification
front has not reached the centre. It might be equiaxed
grains nucleating in the liquid ahead of the solidification
front because of a decreasing ratio $G/V_f$ at the end of
solidification. Unfortunately, this assumption could not
be confirmed by experimental measurements because the
IR camera is not accurate enough for extracting $G$ and $V_f$
when the weld pool diameter is low.

According to Kurz and Fisher, the dendritic spacing
mainly depends on the cooling rate in the solidification
temperature range. Measurements on the primary den-
drite arms spacing show only little variations $\sim 75\,\mu m$
for the various tests, which is in agreement with the
similar cooling rates observed in these experiments.

Fluid flow in spot welding
The observation of particle trajectories seems to indicate
a laminar flow: all the particles move in the same
direction and slow down at the same speed.

6 Position of different tests in growth velocity versus tem-
perature gradient diagram; light spot means higher
energy input and dark spot means lower energy input

The Reynolds numbers, computed with weld pools
radius as characteristic length, are in agreement with this
observation. The values are $\sim 150$ to 1250, and
sometimes can rise up to 1500 in the vicinity of the
solidification front. Fluid flow velocities in the weld pool
have been measured at three different distances from the
solidification front (Fig. 7). Two tendencies can be
observed from these measurements. First, the velocity of
the fluid flow increases with the increase of the energy
input, whatever the distance to the front. Second, the
velocity decreases while reaching the centre of the weld
pool.

The fluid flow observed in the back side of the sample
is partially controlled by Marangoni convection due to
the variations of the surface tension with temperature
that has already been observed on analogous metal
materials. The Marangoni number is defined as

$$M_r = \frac{2 \eta \alpha}{\sigma L_C \Delta T},$$

where $\sigma$ is the surface tension, $T$ is the temperature,
$\eta$ is the viscosity, $\alpha$ is the thermal dif-

7 Variations of solidification front velocity and particle vel-
ocity at different distances to front, with respect to energy
input
However, the values of the solute Péclet number in our experiment (Fig. 6) then partly explains the solidification velocity, between 5 and 100, where the dendrite tip, the sample. Concerning the thermal flow, the thermal Péclet number is the thermal diffusivity), indicating that the conduction drives the thermal flow, which is very fast compared to solute flow, and then should not have a great influence on the growth kinetic.

However, at the macroscale, the thermal Péclet number is lower than the convective Péclet number, so the thermal convection strongly contributes to change the size and the shape of the weld pool, which should explain the shape variations of the weld pool when the heat input increases (Table 2).

Conclusions
A dedicated experimental set-up allowing in situ measurements with observation at a macroscale and at a microscale during solidification in welding has been designed. It makes possible to observe and quantify key parameters of solidification phenomena such as solidification rate, dendrite growth velocity, and flow direction and velocity in the weld pool and in the semisolid zone.

The different measurements show that a higher energy input leads to higher fluid flow velocity, but lower dendrite growth velocity, even if the temperature gradient stays unchanged at the solid/liquid interface. However, the fluid motion stays complex and a lack of information still remains in the inside of the weld pool.

The results presented here provide a useful database to improve the understanding of the weld pool solidification mechanisms and to validate or improve numerical models. A study on a moving weld pool could provide results closer to real welding conditions.
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